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Abstract: The article is devoted to the generalization of methodical approaches 
to the development of an effective mechanism for evaluating labor potential in modern
conditions. As part of the study, key aspects of the labor potential evaluation have 
been identified; peculiarities of labor potential are analyzed; innovative methodology
based on index and multiplicative approaches based on an assessment of the human
development index (HDI) is proposed.
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INTRODUCTION
The current state of both socio-economic and demographic development affect 

significantly the formation of the labor market and its main characteristics. The 
modern stage of society's development shows rapid losses of labor potential. The 
consequences of economic crises, unemployment, significant decline in the life level
quality have had a very negative effect on its reproduction and the effectiveness of 
its use. Rational use of labor potential influences the social production efficiency and 
living standards. The result of any economic activity, the growth rate of the social and 
cultural life level of employees and employers, as well as the formation of full-
fledged relations of social partnership depends on the rational labor potential. A key
element in the labor potential formation is its economic assessment and determination of 
ways of its productive use.

The aim of our research is to synthesize methodological approaches for an effective
mechanism development for the labor potential estimation under modern conditions.
The main tasks of our research are: (1) definition of key aspects of the labor potential
estimation; (2) analysis of peculiarities of labor potential estimation; (3) development
an effective mechanism for the labor potential evaluation in modern conditions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The researches of the nature, characteristics and conditions for the labor potential

development have been done by Ukrainian Scholars O. Amosha, B. Danylyshyn, M. 
Dolishniy, S. Doroguntsov, P. Zhuravlev, V. Zakharchenko, I. Maslov, G. Mishchuk, O. 
Novikov, V. Onikienko, T. Pepa, I. Petrova, S. Pyrozhkov, I. Bazhan, I. Bondar et al. 
In the scientific papers of the abovementioned researchers, factors that influence its 
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formation and use are studied. However, an effective mechanism development for 
the labor potential estimation taking into account peculiarities of the economy under 
modern conditions requires further research.

During the research, the following methods were used, viz. abstract-logical, 
statistical-economic, general economic methods of analysis and synthesis, induction and 
deduction.

RESULTS
The labor potential development in the EU has certain distinctive features, viz. 

(1) the free labor movement; (2) strong system of social protection and social 
security; (3) professional mobility promotion; (4) interaction in the field of training 
qualified staff. The main directions of the EU social policy's implementation are 
ensuring a high employment level, reducing unemployment, stable living standard 
and social protection, as well as settling migration issues. At the same time, the 
improvement of the system for the labor potential estimation is becoming actual. The 
mechanism for the labor potential assessing at the country's and regional levels is a 
series of consistent interconnected stages. The results of the labor potential 
estimation at the microlevel are the basis for developing a set of measures to improve 
the efficiency of the labor potential management of each economic entity, 
reconciling the interests of each employee with the aims of enterprise development 
(Yarmosh, 2010). An overview of existing methods has shown a wide differentiation
of different approaches to the labor potential assessing at various levels, including 
regional ones. Greater scientists' concentration on the labor potential study requires 
the development of a special method for the socio-labor potential assessing as a specific
socio-economic category with more active manifestations in the social interaction 
environment. Therefore, we have proposed own view based on the multiplicative 
and index approaches to the human development index (HDI) assessment. According 
to this methodology, the Socio-Labor Potential Index (SLPI) will be calculated by 
means of the formula (1) proposed by S. Paseka (2012) with our modernizations, 
where Іі is a partial index of the socio-labor potential (specific characteristic); wi is 
the weighted coefficient of the i-th partial index.

SLPI�=�Σ�wi × Ii (1)

To calculate partial indices in terms of demographic, economic, intellectual, social
and psychophysiological components, appropriate indicators were selected with the 
distribution as stimulants and destimulants (Table 1). Each of them was assigned the 
appropriate weight, determined by the expert method.

CONCLUSIONS
SLPI calculation is allowing to investigate general tendencies of its components 

development. It is expedient to make corresponding calculations for a longtime period,
comparing with tendencies of other spheres of the country's (region's) public life. 
Such comparison will provide an integrated approach to manage the socio-labor 
potential, tracking its indicators' interactions with other socio-economic indicators
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Table 1
List of indicators characterizing the social and labor potential components

Partial index Weighting 
share

Indicators characterizing the components of the socio-labor potential
of the region

Index of the 
demographic 
component 
(0,23)

0,17
Stimulants:
Х1�– number of available population;

0,16 Х2�– coefficient of natural population growth; 

0,15 Х3�– balance of migration per 1000 people;

0,20 Х4�– average life expectancy at birth

0,16
Destimulants:
Х5�– median age of the population;

0,15 Х6�– demographic load on the population of working age
Index of the 
economic 
component 
(0,22)

0,15
Stimulants:
Х7�– average monthly salary;

0,13 Х8�– employment level of the population aged 15-70;
0,12 Х9�– number of economically active population aged 15-70;
0,10 Х10�– labor demand;

0,14
Destimulants: 
Х11�– unemployment rate according to the ILO methodology;

0,12 Х12�– level of involuntary part-time employment;
0,08 Х13�– load on one free workplace;
0,08 Х14�– average time for job search;
0,08 Х15�– proportion of staff who worked under the harmful factors influence

Index of the 
intellectual 
component 
(0,20)

0,16
Stimulants: 
Х16�– number of creators (inventors, innovators);

0,15 Х17�– number of creators (inventors, innovators) for 10 thnd employees;
0,15 Х18�– specialists, who carry out scientific and scientific-technical works;

0,13
Х19�– share of employees in the Ukrainian economy, who are specialists of 
the highest qualification (candidates and doctors of sciences);

0,11
Destimulants:
Х20�– students of higher institutions of III-IV accreditation levels;

0,10 Х21�– proportion of full-time employees who have full higher education;

0,10
Х22�– specialists, who carry out scientific and scientific-technical works in 
the amount of 10 thnd employees;

0,10 Х23�– proportion of employees, who increased their qualifications
Index of the 
social 
component 
(0,18)

0,21
Stimulants:
Х24�– ratio of average wages to the subsistence minimum;

0,06 X25 – doctors availability for the population
0,05 Х26�– population security of housing;

0,17
Destimulants: 
Х27�– poverty level on the all-Ukrainian standards;

0,16 Х28�– poverty depth on the all-Ukrainian standards;
0,14 X29 – crime rate;
0,11 Х30�– mortality rate for external causes excluding mortality from self-harm;
0,10 Х31�– number of deaths from self-harm per 100 thnd population

Index of the 
psycho-
physiological 
component 
(0,17)

0,21
Stimulants: 
Х32�– probability to live up to 60 for males;

0,20
Destimulants:
Х33�– disability level of the population;

0,14 Х34�– number of inactive people aged 15-70;

0,16
Х35�– number of inactive people aged 15-70 years due to despondency in the 
job search and the conviction that there is no suitable work for them;

0,16 Х36�– morbidity level of the population for active tuberculosis;

0,13
Х37�– harmful substances emissions into the atmosphere from stationary and 
mobile sources per sq. km

Source: created by authors based on the scientific researches of S. Paseka (2012)
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(Bondarevska & Zaika, 2015). It is important that at the state level, the sustainability
of the statistical information collection on the indicators reflecting the development 
of socio-labor potential has been declared. It would make the calculations more 
correct and available, including the proposed methodology.
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